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CSU, UC fee increases approved
40 %boost would send
fees to $1,308 per year
By Crisis E. Hardie
Daily fawn editor

On the heels of a 20 percent student fee increase in 1990-91 and
devastating budget cuts in 1991-92
the California State University is
once again facing the prospect of
reducing access to higher education
or increasing fees - this time by
twice as much.
At their Jan. 14 meeting in Long
Beach, the CSU Board of Trustees
voted in favor of Gov. Pete Wilson’s
recommendation to increase fees by
40 percent. If ratified by the trustee
finance committee on Feb. 19 and
approved by the state legislature,
CSU fees will go up from $936 to
$1,308 per year.

the proposed increase is in addition to a 10 percent "one-time-only"
surcharge which was part of the fee
hike in 1990-91. Half of that
increase was to roll-back this year,
however, dire circumstances require
that portion to remain in place.
"In Sacramento this is being
billed as the most advantageous a
budget as we could have hoped for,"
Maynard Robinson, SJSU associate
academic vice president for educational planning, said. "What the fee
would mean on this campus is about
$9.8 million ... which would allow
us to provide courses for 3500 students 2620 full-time equivalent
students for whom we otherwise

Fees Paid by Puill-Time Students

Students storm capitol,
stage sit-in at UC Davis
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See INCREASE, Page 8
Lynn Benson

SACRAMENTO The sub -40
degree temperatures didn’t keep their
blood from boiling.
More than 300 angry California college students converged on the state capitol Tuesday in protest of the fee increases
the California Slate University and the
University of California approved last
week.
The burgeoning movement against fee
increases was born at U.C. Davis the
week before, when about 500 students
took over Freeborn Hall at that campus
Friday and staged a sit-in after U.C.
Regents passed a 24 percent fee increase.
That protest netted five arrests, but
hundreds of students occupied the build-

ing for three days.
Tuesday’s rally brought student leaders from public universities as far away
as San Diego. Several state and local
politicians also addressed the crowd during the three-hour protest.
Angry chants punctuated the day,
while many students held aloft signs
reading "Should only the rich be educated?" " Education is our right!" and "Hi
Mom, send more money."
State Sen. Tom Hayden, D -Santa
Monica, told the crowd. "It does my
heart good to see so many students out
here, with their fists in the air." Hayden
was a leader in the 1960s student movements against the Vietnam War.
"It was higher education that created
See PROTEST, Page 8
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Shea leaves SJSU,
joins Walsh staff
liy Pete Boren
Daily copy editor

When a head football coach leaves his
position at one school to take an assistant
coaching spot at another, it appears to be a
step down. But not when that coach gets the
chance to work under a man known as "the
genius."
And that is exactly what Terry Shea did
last Thursday when he resigned as SJSU’s
head coach in order to become Bill Walsh’s
offensive coordinator at Stanford.
Walsh, who led the San Francisco 49ers
to three Super Bowl wins in the 1980s, was
hired as head coach of the Cardinal last
week.
"Terry wanted to be exposed to the
Walsh system," SJSU defensive coordinator
Donnie Rea said.
This system is hued on offensive innovations, something Shea is familiar with.
"Coach Walsh feels (Shea) is an innovator" Stanford Athletic Director Ted Leland
said.
Shea brings 23 years of college coaching
experience to Stanford, the last two as head
coach of the Spartans. lie compiled a 15-6-2
record while at the helm of SJSU’s football
program.
In 1990, he guided the team to a victory

in the California Raisin Bowl and was honored as the Big West Conference "Coach-ofthe -Year." In 1991, his squad finished in a
first place tie with Fresno State.
"He’ll do really well (at Stanford)," Rea
said. "lie’s very consistent."
When Walsh eventually steps down as
the Cardinal coach, Shea would appear to
hold the edge in replacing him. Leland went
as far as calling Shea "a possible heir apparent" for the position.
"If and when coach Walsh leaves, (Shea)
will get every consideration for the job," he
said.
According to Rea, Shea will be missed at
SJSU.
"It was great working with him" he said,
"He cares about every person he meets and
makes them comfortable"
Shea’s personality should help in
Stanford’s bid to attract some of the nation’s
top prep school players.
According to Leland. Shea’s role in
recruiting such athletes will be important to
the program.
This task has already started, as he and
Walsh are currently in Texas, wooing that
state’s top high school quarterback.
"We’re excited to have (Walsh and Shea)
at Stanford," Leland said, "and we hope to
he in the Rose Bowl next year -

’We’re excited to have (Walsh and Shea) at
Stanford’
loseph R.Villarin -

Ted Leland

Special to the Daily

Stanford Athletic Director

"Ferry Shea, Stanford’s new football assistant head coach and offensive coordinator, answers questions after the press conference

Turner leaves Stanford to head Spartan football coaching staff
By Jim Siba
I taily staff writer

Former Stanford University offensive
coordinator Ron Turner has been hired to
replace Terry Shea as the new Spartan head
football coach. The announcement was
made at a press conference Tuesday morning.
SJSU Athletic 1)irector Tom Brennan and
SJSU Interim President J. Handel Evans
ended less than a week of speculation on

Shea’s replacement when they introduced
Turner to the media in the Event Center
arena
Ironically, the hiring of 38 -year old
Turner, completes a swap of coaches
between SJSII and Stanford.
Turner takes over the head coaching position left vacant Jan. 16 by Shea who left to
become assistant head coach/offensive coordinator under Bill Walsh at Stanford.
’Turner, a Bay Area native and 1977 graduate of the I lniversity of Pacific, was offen-

sive coordinator at Stanford from 1989 to
19./1, under head coach Dennis Green, who
left Stanford to become head coach of the
Minnesota Vikings.
"I think I got the better part of the deal,"
’turner said. "I’m really excited about the situation. It’s something that not everyone has a
chance to do."
Turner’s wife, Wendy, and three children
accompanied him at the conference.
According to Brennan, the selection process started when former University of

California at Berkeley Head Coach Bruce
Snyder announced he was leaving Cal to
take over the head coach position at Arizona
State University earlier this month. Shea,
Who led SJSU to a California Raisin Bowl
victory in his first year and a Big West
Conference co-championship last year, was a
leading candidate for the vacated job at Cal.
Brennan then began his search for a
replacement, reviewing over 50 applications
for the job. Ile said he had narrowed his list
of candidates chnvn to three this past week-

end.
According to a San Jose Mercury News
report Tuesday morning, the other two candidates who were interviewed were
California State University, Fullerton, head
coach Gene Murphy and former Oregon
State coach Dave Kragthorpe.
Brennan said he offered Turner the job
Monday.
"Today I am the happiest athletic director

Evans offers cautious outlook for 1992
Budget battle likely
to plague students,
staff through year
By Angela Hill
Daily executive editor

As we embark on a new semester, new and
old storm clouds hover on the horizon: the
swelling budget burden, the proposed student fee
increase and classes bursting at the seams.
Interim President J. Handel Evans took time
’Tuesday to examine these problems and to point
out some beacons of hope in the gloom.
Q You were at the (’alifornia State University

Board of Trustees meeting when the 41) percent
increase was approved. Why were students not
consulted in the decision?
A I’m sure it wasn’t a conscious effort. I was
surprised. I’m not sure the ramifications of it
were understood by the Board. I think what we
saw with the Trustees was a reflection of what
they’d been told by students, faculty and presidents in the past and they took it upon themselves to say, "let’s go forward."
Q With conversations you’ve had with SJSI
students, what is on their minds right now?
A There’s a lot of distress over where they’ll
find the money. In the long run, students should
understand, and I think they do, in the state of
California the money’s drying up. the money
has to come from somewhere. Students should

understand that this is an enormous personal
investment. You’re putting money into something
the return on which is inestimable. It’s not like
buying junk bonds.

Editor’s Note:
The Spartan Daily
will

not

publish

Friday and Tuesday.

Q What are some options for students?
A We’ve got to be more creative in financial
aid. We’ve been so restricted by the state, we
have to find new ways to help. But if students
look at how the costs compare to other states,
they’ll see it’s a great deal. If you stop talking
about 40 percent and start thinking the $370 or
so, it makes it more realistic, more manageable.

As of Wednesday,
regular

Spartan

Daily publication

Q How do you expect the fee increase proposal to fare in the legislature?
See EVANS, Page 8

See TURNER, Page <None>

will resume.
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EDITORIAL
Governor’s vision not
focused in reality
Wilson is out of
touch with the
real California

Ile has no clue what mothers on
welfare experience. To Wilson, they’re
probably just another composite, a
standard description, an expensive list of
statistics and numbers. That’s why it’s so
easy to consider cuts and restrictions on
their benefits.
Gays and lesbians aren’t real people
either, it would seem. Why else would
Wilson have last year vetoed Assembly
Bill 101, a civil rights bill protecting
gays from discrimination? Because once
again Wilson is reading staff reports,
compiling them and viewing living,
breathing human beings with a two
dimensional perspective.
Ile has trouble getting college
students in focus as well. To be sure.
Wilson has looked deep into the eager
eyes of a fair-haired, brown -eyed, gay,
straight, Caucasian, Asian, liberal,
Republican, Irish, Catholic, Protestant,
Buddhist student as her eyes became
misty over the budget woes. This might
be the beginnings of a composite of the
average student in California. Let’s see if
Wilson’s staff can find her in less than a
week.
Sadly, it’s just when we need to have
our decision makers understand our
situations most that this frail bonding
attempt of our allegorical governor
shows us how separate we actually are.
To save his superficial face. Wilson
must respect individuals more, recogniic
the impact his actions have on real lives
and maybe even, possibly, actually talk
to people.
The real ones this time, Pete.

see now. First
Let’s
they’re real
people. Then
they’re not. Then
they’re a real
composite of real people.
Then all of a sudden they’re
real people again, but not
quite the ones they were
supposed to be to start with.
That’s clear enough, isn’t it?
It’s obviously crystal clear to Gov.
Pete Wilson and his Keystone cop-like
staff.
What all this confusion does clarify
and emphasize for the rest of us is just
how far removed our governor stands
from the realities faced by the people of
California the real people for whom
he’s making decisions.
In his short time in office, Wilson has
carved a concrete reputation for being
abstract and out of touch. And the one
time he appeared to have made contact
with real people, it turned out to be fluff,
chalking up more evidence that he has no
clue what real people are all about.

AND ANOTHER
THING .

Ted R. Comerford

years of relative
Nineteen
Ireakan for women is about
to come to an end. Yesterday
was the nineteenth
anniversary of the Roc v.
Wade U.S. Supreme Court decision
legalizing abortion in all states and
supporting the right to privacy for all
Americans.
The Supreme Court Justices, including
recently appointed conservatives David
II. Souter and Clarence Thomas, are
preparing to hear a Pennsylvania abortion
rights case in which Pro Choice
advocates and the American Civil
Liberties Union expect a decision
favoring the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, which will overturn Roe v.
Wade in the process.
Both the ACLU and anti -abortion
activists arc relishing the overturning of
Roe v. Wade, although one might expect
that the Pro Choice crowd would be
terrified of what would happen if Roe v.
Wade were overturned. In all seriousness,
they can’t wait for the definitive decision
to overturn to be handed down.
When Roe v. Wade is overturned, it
will become the hottest issue in
presidential election history. Riots will
break out in the streets. Women and men
will march hand in hand for the
individual right to privacy. Republican
women will cross party lines and vote
with their lives, and career politicians
will be called on to accept the
consequences and stand before the people

to he judged.
As a man, I am expected by most not
to understand what it is like to have the
government legislate may right to privacy.
have had my right to privacy infringed
upon in several states including
Minnesota, Illinois. Florida, Virginia,
Rhode Island, North Carolina, and South
Carolina.
I march with the women as a man who
demands that true sex education he
required and provided for all students in
every state, starting in the fourth grade.
Also, that all women who have an
unwanted pregnancy are given all the
choices available and are empowered to
choose for themselves which path to take.
and that safe and affordable abortion
services be made available to all women
who choose to terminate their
pregnancies.
I urge you to take a stand on the right
to privacy issue for yourself. Write,
phone, fax, or telex your federal and state
legislative representatives and let them
know where you stand on the issue. Tell
them that you expect them to represent
the views of their district, not their
personal views.
Don’t be a couch potato. Jump up and
down. Make YOUR voice heard. March
in the streets and demand that your
representatives take notice. Make a
difference.
Ted R. Comerford is a Daily columnist.
His column appears Thursdays.

ICorrections
The Spartan Daily corrects any significant errors brought to the
attention of the editors. If you feel we have made such an error, please
contact us by phone at 924-3280 or by fax at 924-3282.

Fred Limper’

NOW THAT I HAVE
YOUR ATTENTION ...
God the holidays are over.
Thank
Nothing against the family
bonding thing, but after a while
it gets on my nerves. My mom
was thrilled to see me come
home, but her enthusiasm wore off after
she finished doing my seventh load of
laundry. When the next day rolled around,
she seemed to breathe a sigh of relief
when she escaped to her place of
employment.
My pre-Christmas days were spent at
the shopping malls. Whoever said that the
holiday season is one of peace and
goodwill obviously never tried to find a
parking space three days before one of the
more popular holidays in the western
world.
The malls were teeming with
screaming toddlers who grabbed at any
item within their reach. By the end of the
day, I felt like I had been mauled like
Christina Applegate at a high-school
Icegger. The terror of last-minute shopping
was educational, and after scouring every
child-ridden mall in greater Contra Costa
County, I learned that I never want to
have children of my own. Listening to
other women’s screaming rug rats was
enough torture for me.
With my shopping done. I retired to
the family room to catch up on my soaps
and wrap my bounty. My father used to
pay me to wrap presents for him, and
after an hour of straight wrapping. I found
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DONNA BRAMMER, thief photilrapher
Cats IA E. HARDIE, forum editor

now she’s a pretty decent person; enough
said.
My aunt’s boyfriend (how I cringe at
that word), had two of his sons over for
dinner as well. One of them was a strict
vegetarian who didn’t eat with us because
he was too busy preparing his own meal.
The other son is gay and brought along
his lover of five years. So we had the holy
vs. the homosexuals. My money was on
the homosexualsthey’re much more fun
to talk to and they dress better than their
opponents. Everybody behaved, though,
and no gravy boats were thrown during
the meal.
In the meanwhile, somebody gave the
cats their first taste of catnip. To celebrate
this coming -of-age the kitten, Little Bit,
went outside and lost her virginity on the
back porch, a fact we found out about
only after she came back inside with two
prominent muddy paw prints on her back.
She then proceeded to fondle their
other cat in a way that would have been
more appropriate on a "Playboy for Pets"
channel, rather than the living mom of my
aunt’s house on the most celebrated of
Christian holidays. My aunt is threatening
to give us all kittens for Valentine’s Day.
I can hardly wait.
Lynn Benson is the Daily Production
and Design Editor. Her column will
appear every other Tuesday.

Forum page policies
The Spartan Daily provides a daily
Forum page. Contributions to the page are
encouraged from students, staff, faculty
and others who arc iterested in the
university at large.
Any letter or column for the forum
page must be turned in to the Letters to
the Editor box in the Spartan Ihily
newsroom, Dwight Bente! Hall 209,
during regular business hours.
Submissions may also be mailed to the
Forum Editor, The Spartan Daily,
Department of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose Slate
University, One Washington Square, San
Jose, CA 95192.
Articles and letters must contain the

EDITORIAL STAFF
ANGELA HILL,

author’s name, phone number, address
and major (if a student).
Contributions must be typed or
submitted on a 3.5" Macintosh compatible disk.
Submissions become the property of
the Spartan Daily and will be edited for
grammar, libel and length.
Categories available to non -Daily staff
writers are:
Campus Viewpoint: 300-500 word
essays on current campus, political or
personal issues. Submissions should be
well researched.
Letters to the Editor: Up to 200 words
responding to a certain issue or point of
view.

Other articles appearing on this page
are:
Reporter’s/Editor’s forum: Opinion
pieces written by Spartan Daily staff
writers/editors which do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the
department of Journalism and Mass
Communications or SJStl.
Reporters are prohibited from writing
opinions on issues they have covered for
news stories.
Editorials: Unsigned opinion pieces
which appear in the upper-left corner of
the forum page are the majority opinion
of an editorial board comprised of Spartan
Daily editors.
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Lynn Benson

myself wishing for a younger sibling to
foist this chore upon.
Finally, after washing, wrapping, and
waiting, Christmas Day was upon the
nation. My favorite gift came from my
aunt: a "Where’s Waldo?" space tube,
which is basically a clear magic wand
filled with sparkling confetti and a mini
prototype of Waldo. It was truly cool.
My mom and! spent Christmas
afternoon over at my aunt’s house where
it’s impossible to tell the players without
a scorecard. My uncle died two years ago,
and for the last year. my aunt has been
cohabiting with another man without the
benefit of blood or marriage.
My aunt has two daughters, as
different as night and day. The older
daughter is a convert into the Church of
My Eyes Glaze Over, and her husband of
two years is as devout as the day is long.
They’re kind of like the Stepford
couplecut them and they bleed
communion grape juice. Not exactly the
fun couple of the Nineties, but they’re
harmless and too easy a target, like
hunting ducks with a Stealth Bomber.
But, I digress...
The younger daughter is a couple of
years older than myself, and was my main
tormentor throughout my pre-pubescent
years. Many times I’ve looked back upon
memories of her force feeding a lollipop
covered in ants down my throat. We’ve
worked through all of that, though, and
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CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: On-Campus
Interview Orientation, 12:30 p.m., SO
Almaden Room, call 924-6033.
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Dinner
Fellowship, 6- 7:30 p.m., Campus
Christian Center (10th and San Carlos),
call 298-0204.

CAMPUS MINISTRY: Journal
Meditation Workshop, 1-4:30, Campus
Christian Center (10th and San Carlos),
call 298-0204.

SONO 926

re,W24

CATHOLIC NEWMAN
COMMUNITY: Sunday Masses 6
p.m., Campus Christian Chapel, call
298-0204.

CAMPUS MINISTRY: Thu
Prayer for Peace, 7-8 p.m., Campus
Ministry Chapel (10th and San Carlos),
call 298.0204.

NO4/9427

CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: On-Campus
Interview Orientation, 10:30 AM and
12:30 PM, S.U. Almaden Room, call

U San lose State University

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and staff organizations at
no charge. Deadline for submission: 5 p.m. two days before publication. Forms are available
at the Spartan Daily, DBH 209. Limited space may force reducing the number of insertions.
924-6033
CAREER PLANNING AM)
PLACEMENT: OCI / Interview
Preparation, 2:30 p.m.,S.U. Almaden
Room, call 924-6033.
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Marketing Yourself
for Engineering Jobs, 1 p.m., Engr.
189, call 924-6033.
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Career Resource
Center Tour, 1:30 p.m., BC 13, call
924-6033.
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CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: On -Campus
Interview Orientation, 11 a.m. and 3:30
p.m., S.U. Almaden Room, call 9246033.

CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Career Resource
Center Tour, 1:30 p.m., BC 13. call
924-6033.
PRE-LAW ASSOC.: General
information meeting. 4:30 p.m., S.U.
Costanoan Room, call 438-7386.

li/&vt-som29

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS:
Open meeting, 12:15 p.m., Basement
Campus Ministry Center, call 2669606.
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: On-Campus
Interview Orientation. 12:30 p.m. and
5:30 p.m., S.U. Costanoan Room, call
924-6033.
CARER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Co-op Orientation,
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PHONE: 924-3280
FAx: 924-3282

p.m. S.U. Almaden Room. call 9246033.
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Career Resource
Center Tour, 1:30 p.m., BC 13. call
924-6033.
SJSU FANTASY / STRATEGY
CLUB: First semester meeting, 5:3010:45 p.m.. S.U. Almaden Room, call
924-7097.
SJSU SAILING CLUB AND
RACING TEAM: Club meeting, 5
p.m., S.O. Montalvo Room, call 2947443.
TAI CHI AND WUSHU CLUB:
Instruction in Tai Chi and Shuai Chiao,
7:30 p.m.. SPX 202. call 253-0827.

PLACEMENT: On-Campus
Interview Orientation, 12:30 p.m. and
12:30 p.m., S.U. Costanoan Room, call
924-6033.
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: OCI / Interview
Preparation, 2 p.m.,S.U. Almaden
Room, call 924-6033.
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Career Resource
Center Tour, 1:30 p.m., BC 13. call
924-6033.
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Summer Job
Hunting Techniques, 3:30 p.m.,S.U.
Costanoan, call 924-6033.
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CAREER PLANNING AND

Suicide machine inventor proposes network of death specialists
DETROIT (AP)
A physician
who developed suicide machines and
used them to assist three ailing
women in killing themselves is
proposing a nationwide network of
doctors who could help people end
their lives.
Dr. Jack Kevorkian outlines the
plan in an article in February’s
American Journal of Forensic
Psychiatry, a quarterly for psychiatrists who serve as expert witnesses in
legal cases.
The 85 -page issue is entirely
devoted to the article, "A Fail-Safe
Model For Justifiable Medically
Assisted Suicide (Medicide),"and
responses from 13 psychiatrists.
"lie’s an unusual thinker, a very
avant-garde thinker. But a serious
thinker," said Edward Miller, executive director of the journal based in
Laguna Hills, Calif.
Miller said he learned of
Kevorkian through reports of the three
lethal-injection suicides in which the
doctor assisted in Michigan. Medical
authorities suspended Kevorkian’s
license, and a grand jury is considering whether to charge him in the two
most recent cases, in October.
Michigan does not have a specific law
against assisted suicides.

Kevorkian recommends establishing panels of suicide specialists,
whom he would call "obitiatrists,"
who would review requests from people wishing to kill themselves. Wouldbe suicides would need a doctor’s
referral to the panels.
"This is a way to do it without
abuse,"Kevorkian said Wednesday
from his home in suburban Royal
Oak. "It certainly would be abused if
every doctor could do it."
Kevorician said his proposal for a
medically approved, controlled system for terminally ill should reduce
the number of suicides.
Many people who kill themselves
do so in a panic, but knowing that
medically assisted suicide is available
could ease their minds, he said. Ile
also proposes making it a felony for a
doctor who isn’t a death specialist to
assist in a suicide.
Kevorkian’s article includes guidelines for the makeup of the panels,
examples of patient consent fomts and
fictitious case studies.
Miller invited Kevorkian to appear
at the society’s April 2-5 convention
in San Francisco and to write for the
journal.
"I was carious why a doctor would
give up his license," Miller said. "Was

he a madman? Was he a dedicated
physician? Was he a killer?"
Miller said he was impressed by
the careful thought Kevorkian had put
into the issues and details surrounding
assisted suicide. Most of those asked
to critique his article were, too.
"It’s a well thought-out, thorough
system," wrote Dr. John Ravin, a psychiatrist from Torrance, Calif., who
saluted Kevorkian’s efforts to legalize
and regulate assisted suicide.
"Dr. Kevorkian’s paper is thoughtprovoking in the extreme," said Dr.
Kenneth Karols, a Navy psychiatrist
in San Diego. He rejected Kevorkian’s
model but said the article clearly
makes the case for physician-aided
suicide.
"Veterinarians do this for animals,"Karols wrote. "Should a physician do less?"
Of the 13 responses, three generally endorsed Kevorkian’s plan, four or
five strongly opposed it and the rest
saw good and bad in it, Miller said.
"The physician should support and
promulgate life, never death," wrote
Dr. Jay B. Kohn, a New York psychiatrist and lawyer.
"The bottom line is Dr. Kevorkian
has gone too far, too fast," said Dr.
Michael S. Cleary of Scottsdale, Ariz.

Kevorkian has appealed the lifting
of his license, and said he intends to
continue advocating assisted suicide
despite his own legal problems.
"I don’t feel pressure at all,
because what I’m doing is right," he
said.
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AMERICA
MATERIAL.
Michelle has travelled
around the world talking
about world peace and
equality. But she always
comes hack home to
work here at Great
America. Season after
season, she returns for
the fun, a fair wage, and
an environment of
diversity and respect.
People of all ages leans
new skills and make
new friends working at
Great America. And
now you can get more
details about these
unique opportunities
during a special Job
Fair.
Great America has
exciting seasonal openings in foods, games.
merchandise, rides,
admissions, clerical and
more. You’ll earn as
much as $6.50* an hour,
along with free passes to
the park for every 60
hours you work.

JOB FAIR
SATURI)AY,
JANUARY 25Th
.loin us Saturday,
.January 25th, from
10am-4pm, at the Great
America Employment
Office at 2401 Agnew
Road in Santa Clara. If
you cannot attend, call
408-988-1800 to apply.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer.
,silitrics pi.,d for nhillvd
v
tr ult

UREA? AMERICA
II Call

h(iplien here.

LOOKING FOR A CLASS?

Do you need another class, but don’t know what to take? The
Religious Studies Program has limited space available in the
following classes. You may register by going to the class with a
late add form. Questions? Call 924-4313.
&Ism
Course
fl
Day(s) Time Es=
T
1800 DH 351
Rel S 070A"
2
Western Religions
TTh 0900 BC309
Rel S 090"
1
Bible Hist. & Lit.
1
Jesus:Interpretations MWF 0930 BC221
Rel S 120
W
1830 CCI3101
Rel S 122
1
Magic, Science, Rel,
Th
1800 CCB 102
Psychology of Rel Exp
Rel S 130
1
Rel 5131
1
Gods & Goddesses TTh 1330 BC 125
Buddhist Tradition MWF 0830 BC 124
Rel S 140
1
A003
Rel S 142’
1
Eastern Religions MWF 0930
Rel S 152
1
Protestant Tradition Th
1530 BC 212
MWF 1130 BC 110
Islamic Tradition
Rel S 154
1
Rel S 162
1
Religixt Blics,Conflict MWF 1330 BC 125
TTh 1330 BC 014
Rel S 163’
2
Dailh,DyingMigicn
Rel S 190"
1
Religion in America TTh 1030 BC 014
T
1800 DMH 150
Religion in America
Rel 190’ (a)
3
’These are GE courses
Descriptions of all of the courses are found in the catalog. Many Religious
Studies courses may be used to fulfill some GE requirements, as a part of
the major or the minor, or as a general elective. For students who need a
minor, the Religious Studies minor consists of 18 units and all of these
courses are a part of those units. You may see a Religious Studies professor
for advising about all of these matters.
(a) This is a new section. Code *is 18923

VIP PASS
AND $1.00
DRINKS

EVERY 411111111 FROM 8PM-10PM AT
ear

START YOUR SCHOOL YEAR OFF RIGHT AT D.B. COOPER’S

FREE VIP PASS AND $1 11;111’,4!
Come By Every Thursday, Show Your Student ID, Get In For Free And
Receive Your Own Back To School "Survival Kit’ Including A :
Happy Hour VIP Slicker Entitling You $10rinks From 5-8pm,
Plus A VIP Card Good For Free Admission The Whole School Year!
163 WEST SANTA CLARA STREET, SAN JOSE CA 95113, 408-219-5867

19,11.11111.,.......1F
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Students to act
San Carlos closure gets mixed views
for fun with CBS
By John Vieira
Daily wire editor

By Richard Espinoza
Special to the Duly

SJSU students can relax between
classes today and Friday by acting in
a soa opera, playing "The Price is
Right’ or shooting baskets for prizes
at the CBS College ’four booths at the
Art Quad.
Students can win prizes including
T-shirts, water bottles and Nestle’s
candy from booths such as the
MasterCard Comedy Quiz, where
players watch clips of CBS sitcoms
and try to guess the punch line.
Students can also act in a soap
opera at a booth hosted by L’oreal.
MAT will host another booth where
students can act as sports announcer,
for old sports clips.
In yet another booth, Fri -Star
Pictures will be showing clips of their
films. Mazda is running a booth
where players can throw a basketball
for prizes and Nestle is hosting The
Price is Right booth. Snub:tits can

play "Family Feud" at IBM’s booth
and KPIX television is hosting a
booth while students can play a Tv
weather forecaster.
Each event will take about 10 or 15
minutes.
Participants get to keep the tapes
from their weather reports, soap
operas and sports broadcasts.
On Friday, Students can enter
drawings for a $500 scholarship from
CBS, airline tickets and hotel stays.
CBS will also hold a nation-wide
drawing in May for a Mazda MX3, 10
IBM computers and walk-on roles in
soap operas in Los Angeles and New
York.
The CBS College Tour booths will
be open from II arn. to 5 p.m. today
and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Friday.
The tour is in the middle of a 51 campus run that will end in May. lbw
manager Joe Mercantc is expecting a
large turnout as long as the good
weather holds out.

Body of murder
victim identified
By Jim Silva
Daily staff writer

A 26-year-old man with a tattoo
of a "death figure" on his shoulder
and needle tracks on his arms was
found dead Monday afternoon after
he was apparently pushed over the
railing of a parking garage two
blocks from the SJSI I campus.
A San Jose police officer found
Jeffrey Zoppi of Sunnyvale rolled
over on his left side, dead, at the corner of Second and San Carlos
streets, police said.
Zoppi had a "tattoo of a death figure with scythe on the back of his
right shoulder," according to a Santa
Clara County Coroner’s investigator’s report.
lomicide investigators found evidence of a struggle and signs that he
may have been pushed over the top

floor railing, 43 feet to the ground,
police said.
Zoppi was seen falling, but no one
actually saw him go over the railing,
according to the coroner’s report.
Zoppi had needle tracks in his
forearms, including fresh ones just
below the biceps of his left arm,
according to the coroner’s report. He
was a "known hypodermic abuser,"
the report said.
Ile was identified after his car
keys were found on a stairwell
between the third and top floors of
the garage, the report said. 11 keys
belonged to a 1982 Pontiac, parked
on the third floor of the garage,
which was registered to Zoppi.
Zoppi lived with his mother, Erma
A. Levy, who identified him The.sday.
Police are asking anyone with
information to call the homicide unit
at 277-5283.

Crossing East San Carlos Street
between Fourth and 10th streets no
longer requires looking both ways or
waiting for a traffic light.
That section of the street will be
closed until May 31.
The Campus Environs Task
Force, formed by San Jose Mayor
Susan Hammer in December of
1990, will evaluate the impact of the
temporary closure on the surrounding streets.
"We believe closing that part of
San Carlos will help protect the
thousands of students, faculty and
staff who now *NOSS that street daily
between residence halls, parking
garages and classrooms," Interim
President J. Handel Evans said in a
press release.
About 19,000 pedestrians cross

San Carlos each day according to
Joe Bass, director of streets and traffic for SJSU. There have been no
fatalities and the number of injuries
has been very small, Bass said. The
closure will result in a loss of 65
automobile parking spaces and 25
motorcycle spaces.
On an average school day, 9,000
vehicles drive through San Carlos,
according to Alan Freeman, a member of the University Thsk Force.
Santa Clara County Transit bus
routes 72 and 73 will be diverted to
San Fernando Street. The SJSU
shuttle bus will stop in front of
Duncan Hall on San Salvador.
Vendors will still be able to sell
snacks on San Carlos but they will
only he able to park their vehicles on
San Salvador or Fourth Street,
Freeman said.
Abraham B., who has been sell-

ing snacks on the tuner of Fifth and
San Carlos since 1986, says closing
San Carlos is good for business
because there will be less vehicle
traffic but he won’t be able to refill
his stand with !taxi because his truck
is parked father away.
Andre Sue, who owns a sandwich
and ice cream shop on San Carlos
Street between 10th and Ilth streets,
has felt a noticeable decrease in business since the closure of San Carlos.
"It sucks," Sue said. "I’m more
dependent on non-student clientele
during winter and summer breaks."
"Students never wait for the traffic lights. They cross even when the
light is red. Now that it’s closed it
won’t be a problem," said Tran Thi,
junior graphic design
. The task force, chaired by David
Pandori, will prepare a final report
for the San Jose City Council in July.

Corpse found at garage
By Christad Niederer
Daily mail. wilier
The body of a male transient was
found dead in the gutter on Fourth
Street in front of the SJSU parking
garage January 10.
The cause of death is being investigated by the Santa Clara County
Coroner’s office, but San Jose Police
Department spokesperson Veronica
Damon said it appeared the man died
of natural causes.
"There is no reason to believe
there were suspicious circumstances,"
agreed the University Police

w chi u’s
CHINESE CUISINE - - FOOD TO GO
OPEN DAILY
11:30 - 9:00 PM

RESERVE

Department’s public safety and information officer Richard Staley.
Staley said the man had fallen face
down with his hands at his sides as
though no attempt had been made to
break his fall.
The coroner’s investigative report
stated the 54 -year old man’s name
was Edmund Wayne Martin. lie had
been arrested the day before his death
for public drunkenness, and had a
history of alcohol and drug abuse.
The police were alerted at 6:30
that morning by a citizen who reported she had seen a body in the street.

Tran Thi
Junior, graphic design
A final decision on the permanent
closure of San Carlos will he made
by the council in August.
Other alternatives to a permanent
closure will be to narrow the street
or to have it closed only at certain
hours, Ruidori said.

OFFICERS’ TRAINING CORPS
$2750 00
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CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
If you’re a qualified student with good
grades, apply now for an Army ROTC
scholarship. It pays off during college.
And afterwards.
Find out more. Contact Major
Mark Backer, MacQuarrie Hall,
Room 308, 924-2925.
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Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine t
Box Lunches To Go
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Catering Available

"Students never wait
for the traffic lights.
They cross even when
the light is red. Now
that it’s closed it
won’t be a problem,"
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Spartan gymnasts beat Sacramento
By Faye Wells
Daily staff writa

Sheila Dawkins - Daily staff writer

Junior Troy Stewart on the rings against Sacramento State

SJSU falls
to UNLV
Daily staff report

It wasn’t supposed to be much of a
game and for the first four minutes it
wasn’t. When UNLV took the Event
Center floor Saturday night to play the
SJSU men’s basketball team, the only
speculation was by how much the
Rebels would blow the Spartans away.
Indeed, the score was 11-0 with
16:08 left in the first hail-. Shockingly,
though, it was the Spartans that had
the lead and it was Jason Allen’s 3pointer from the right wing that had
given it to them. And it was Jerry
Tarkanian who chastised his team during the subsequent media timeout.
Whatever Tarlcanian told his team
must have worked because the famous
towels remained neatly folded under
his chair and the Rebels came back to
lead by a 30-28 score at halftime,
extending their lead to 18 points in the
second half etuoute to a 79-67 victory
over SJSU.
The loss dropped the Spartans’
record to 0-5 in the Big West
Conference and 1-12 overall. SJSU’s
lone win of the season came over the
Christmas break in the form of a 6160 victory over crosstown rival Santa
Clara University.
Saturday, the Spartans were led in
scoring by Allen, who hit five 3-pointers and scored 18 points.
Trevor Pope added 16 points for
the Spartans. J.R. Rider scored a
game-high 27 points for UNLV which
improved its record to 6-0 in the Big
West and 14-2 overall.

UCSB overcomes
Spartans
In the early game of Saurday’s
doubleheader, the Spartan women’s
basketball team dropped an 81-62
decision tot IC-Santa Barbara.
JCSB led 44-29 at halftime. SJSU
was led in scoring by Pam Pember
with 22 points.
The Spartans fell to 0-2 in the Big
West and 1-10 overall. The Spartan
women’s only victory came against
Cal State Stanislaus, 81-59. also over
Christmas break.
IJCSB’s Barbara Beainy had a
game-high 23 points to help improve
her team’s conference record to 4-1,
11-3 overall.
Both teams continue their Big
West Conference schedules on
Thursday.
The men’s team travels to Utah
State and the women are on the mad
at New Mexico State.
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A drinking person’s bur!
Where Fraternities
& Sororities meet!
No drugs or fighting!
69 E. San Fernando
(corner of 2nd)

SJSU junior Mike! Irizar started
Jan. 17 with a fall, and ended as top
all-around gymnast as the men’s team
won against Sacramento State
University Friday, Jan. 17 in the
Spartan Gym.
The Spartans’ first event was the
floor exercise where Irizar fell on landing from a running double sonunersault. But he won the rings, pommel
horse, vault, parallel bars, and high
bar.
"I tried a new routine on the rings,
totally," Irizar said after the meet. "It
went really well."
SJSU’s Troy Stewart won third in
the all-around competition behind
Sacramento State’s Pat Soluri. Stewart
placed second on the parallel bars and
high bar and third on the rings.
He also tied for third with
Sacramento’s Ted Woltz on the floor
exercises. Ron Hagen took second and
Bruce Holcomb third on the pommel
horse, one of the four events the team
won.
"But, just because because you
sweep the first three places doesn’t
mean you win the event for the team,"
said men’s gymnastics coach Ted
Edwards after the meet.
A team may enter a maximum of
12 gymnasts in a meet. All may compete and earn a maximum of 10 points
on any event
However, judges add only the top
five scores to determine the team witner.
"If only three people compete, and
win the first three places, the team

won’t win the event," Edwards said.
"That’s why you need depth."
That’s why he asked Bruce
Holcomb to be the fifth man on the
vault and on the rings, two events he
has performed, but has not trained for
this year.
His 8.45 on the vault and 6.40 on
the rings gave SJSU enough to edge
Sacramento in both events.
Stewart performed even though he
felt ill with the flu. "That demonstrates
his commitment to the team," Edwards
said after the meet.
Four Spartans nearly won the high
bar against the five scores from
Sacramento. Irizar won first with 8.60
and Stewart second with 8.0..
Eric Christensen and Mike Young
also performed on the high bar.
Young missed a release move he had
performed successfully in practice,
costing points.
With five competing on the high
bar, Sacramento edged SJSU 30.95 to
29.10.
The men also performed in the
30th Spartan Open Meet at SJSU on
Jan. 10 and 11 where Ron Hagen won
fifth on the pommel horse
Irizar fell in his floor exercises but
later qualified for finals on the parallel
bars.
On Jan. 11, he slipped while performing and did not place in the top
six.
"On the floor, it was just like last
week," Irizar said after the Sacramento
meet. I started with a fall."
But unlike last week, he scored
over 9.0 on three other events.
"I’m happy," he said.

Daily staff writer

Former San Jose State University
quarterback Matt Veatch upgraded his
stock as a professional quarterback
prospect with a most valuable player
performance in the annual Blue-Gray
all-star game held on Christmas Day.
Veatch, who completed 12 of 19
passes for 124 yards, led his Blue
squad to its only touchdown of the
game and was named the Blue’s MVP.
Veatch’s Blue-Gray Bowl performance overshadowed Blue teammate
and former rival Mark Barsotti of
Fresno State who went 16 for 28 with
2 interceptions. The Gray beat the
Blue 20-12.
In a phone interview Tuesday night
Veatch said his status for the April 26
NFL draft is still up in the air, but
hopes his Blue-Gray performance will
gain the attention of NFL scouts.
"I showed them that I can play
with some of the better players in the
country," Veatch said. "But you really
don’t know where you stand."
Veatch added that he signed
Saturday night with agents Dave
Sampson and Andrew Flemming,
whose clients include Mike Cofer of
the San Francisco 49ers.
Veatch came to SJSU in 1989 as a
highly touted quarterback prospect out
of Butler County Community College
in El Dorado, Kansas
He started most of the 1989 season
for the Spartans until he was sidelined
by elbow problems. Surgery to repair
torn ligaments in his throwing elbow
caused him to sit out the 1990 season.
After regaining the starting job for
the beginning of the 1991 season, he
played well through the first half of
the season until he again ran into
injury problems.
Veatch strained his right knee in
the seventh game of the season at
California and sprained his ankle in
the second-to-last game of the season
at home against the University of
Hawaii.
Despite his past injury problems.
Veatch feels they would be no problem by draft day. Ile said he plans on
proving to the experts that his health is
not an issue when he works out for
scouts at the annual NFL scouting
combines held on Feb. 8th in
Indianapolis.
Veatch, who stands six-foot-three is
confident he can play in the NFL and
added that he just wants a chance to

Team totals
SJSU:235.55
Sacramento State: 179.55
Individual All-Around
(Added points from all events)
I. Mikel Irizar-54.55-SJSU
2. Pat Soluri-50.15(Sac.)
3. Troy Stewart-48.85, SJSU
Team and Individual winners
Floor: Sacramento
I. Mark Holtecow, Sacramento
2. Pat Soluri, Sacrameto
3. Ted Woltz, Sacramento
Pommel Horse: SJSU
I. Mikel Irizar, SJSU
2. Ron Hagen, SJSU
3. Bruce Holcomb, SJSU

’1111116

Shop Around The Block

Colonnade Convenient
Grocery
Snacks
Fresh pastrys
Soft drinks
Coffee
Sandwhiches
Household items
And more

prove himself. He believes he has the
type of abilities that the scouts are
looking for and describes himself as a
dropback passer with good height, a
strong arm and adequate mobility.
"I believe I’m going to get a chance
somewhere," he said. "I’m just hoping
for the best."
Veatch, who is attending SJSU this
spring, said that if he doesn’t get drafted by April he may tryout with an
NFL team as a free-agent.
Ile added that his other options
include playing in the World:League
of American Football or the Canadian
Football League.
Veatch said he wants to earn his
degree in human performance and
eventually get into coaching.

292-8960

Taqueria
Receive 20% off any food item
with this coupon. Expires 1/31/92.

330S. Third St (aaoss from McDonald’s) 287-7473
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Matt Veatch

WANT TO LEARN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE

but can’t attend class regularly?
Individulized learning courses available in French,
Hebrew, Italian, Russian, Portuguese & Spanish.
No formal classes, 1-5 units/semester: Work in lab,
car, home, or by arrangements with instructor.
Text, tapes, software 8c video
Call 924-4602 for class courses and information
Also offered: Basic Spanish 4A,
4B (3 units each). Video/Audio.
Beginning or review, no formal
class-practical conversation.
Study in lab/home.

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army’s
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater.
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you’ll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

T-1.1-5V
THESE PROGRAMS ARE IN ADDITION
TO OUR REGULAR CLASSES
FOREIGN LANGUAGES DEPT, SH 219

ISN T IT TIME

1 -800-USA-ARMY
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
Knowledge is a gift to be shared.

TEACH
AMERICA
FOR

YOU TRIED
A.17’ ct
s

answered YES to at of the above.
inu ars path.. person WI?, looking for,
Americo. Peewee Corneae Cep
resentellve you will be responsible for
r eons advertising on bulletin boards
rim will also havelheopporlunityto work
rm marketing programs for such clients
is American( sprees Fenian:118M There
VS no sales mvolwd Many of our reps
slay with us long after graduation for
more information Call,, write us at the
1 -blowing address

With over 15 bus lines stopping within a 5 minute walk to
campus, there is a good chance that you could get to school
without the hassles of driving. We can show you the Way.
Why not give it a try?
To get started call 924-5467, or visit us in WSQ 115.
You’ll be glad you did.

AMERICAN PASSAGE
NETWORK

Altrans

11 you

0100

1-800-487-2434
215 Wee Marmon
beagle WA 11119 410?

Located on 4th Sr. under the
Colonnade Bldg. between
San Carlos and San FernAndo.

TCross the Border for Lunch -I

HELP WANTED
1 Would you Ike to set your own
hours?
Are you self rnolonted,
.1 Are you alit of an entrepreneur,

Rings: SJSU
I. Mikel Irizar, SJSU
2. Pat Soluri, Sacramento
3. Troy Stewart. SJSU
Vault: SJSU
I. Mikel Irizar. SJSU
2. Pat Soluri, Sacramento
3. Ted Woltz, Sacramento
Parallel Bars: SJSU
I. Mikel
SJSU
2. Troy Stewart, SJSU
3. Pat Soluri, Sacramento
High Bar: Sacramento
I. Mikel Irizar, SJSU
2. Troy Stewart, SJSU
3. Pat Soluri, Sacramento

Receive a free fountain drink
with a purchase of $2.50 or inoi,
when you mention this ad.

Veatch earns MVP honors
By Jim Silva

SJSU vs. Sacramento State

Your alternative transportation solution
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Teach For America is a national teacher corps set talented
and dedicated 111(11%1(11mb. f
all ethnic backgrounds
and academie majors who commit two )eapi to teach in
urban and rural areas with persistent teacher shortages.

to, more
information visit
your Career service
office or call
I R00 ors 1210
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Improvisation adds
twist to local comedian

FEATURES
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Rare mini-books shown at SJSU
By Faye 11ells
Daily staff writer

By Jason Rothman

"We were probably awful back
Daily An, and Enienainment FALtre
then," Proops said. "But when we did
Bay Area comedian Greg Proops it we thought we were pretty good. All
looks like a Buddy Holly imperson- of the comedy was time oriented stuff
that probably wouldn’t be funny
ator.
Ile looks enough like the late today."
What makes him funny is the way
singer that you expect him to launch
into a rendition of "Peggy Sue." His he describes things. Ile calls it the
adjective, adjective, (swear
"adjective,
and
his
black thick rimmed glasses
duck -tail haircut make him look like word) way" of describing people or
the late singer, but as soon as Proops places. Ile also uses unusual witty
starts his comedy the thoughts of lines during a routine.
In one part of his act he talks about
Buddy Holly stop.
Proops, a native of San Francisco, animals at the San Diego Zoo. Proops
has been doing comedy in local clubs brings up the Kiwi Bird and says, "It
for about ten years. After two spas on is a little known fact, but Kiwis were
the "MTV Half Hour Comedy Hour" almost hunted to extinction ... for the
and regular appearances on the British fruit and shoe polish they provide."
Ile almi makes fun of all the chiltelevision’s "Whose Line Is It
Anyway" (played on the Comedy dren dragging their parents to see the
koala
bears when the bears don’t do
Channel week days at 6 p.m.), Proops
is enjoying the success he has anything. "During the day they eat
eucalyptus leaves, and at night they
achieved.
On stage, he is one of the wittiest shoot mentholated cough drops out
comedians in the Bay Area. Proops their butt," he said.
"Sometimes you don’t win over
said he has sane idea of the jokes he
tells in his act, but said he enjoys audiences, but when that happens I
improvising his routine to make his usually talk to the members in the
crowd and try to
show different
win them over,"
every time.
Proops
said.
While perform"Anyone can tell
Walnut
the
ing at
jokes but not
(’reek Punchlinc in
everyone can be
early
January,
funny."
Proops started
Proops recenttalking about colly returned from
lege students, and
England where he
asked the crowd
taped his third
who was still in
mason of "Whose
college. A few
Is
It
Line
people yelled, but
Anyway."
one women yelled
"It’s a great
louder than the
gig, they fly you
rest. Ile asked her
to England and
what college she
put you up in a
attended and she
hotel while you
said that she gradtape the shows,"
uated from Chico
Proops said.
State.
Publicity photo
Ile also has
Ile
snapped Local comedian Greg Proops
played in some of
back that he asked
England
and he
who was in college, not who graduat- the comedy clubs in
ed and that students from Chico appar- said audiences are different there.
"They are more reserved in
ently have a hard time distinguishing
between students and alumni. The England," Proops said. "They don’t
comment embarrassed the woman, answer questions, and they don’t care
and he found something to talk about about you, like the audiences in the
United States. They just want you to
for the next ten minutes.
Ile also has set routirtes like one tell them jokes."
On the state side he enjoyed makmocking the PBS series on the Civil
War, one of the more creative routines ing appearances on MTV’s "Half
Comedy flour."
Hour
done in comedy today.
"It’s a groovy show with a rowdy
"Off stage myself and a friend
were joking around about the Civil crowd," Proops said. "They are all
War show," Proops said. "My friend there to laugh in front of the television
said I should bring the jokes into my cameras and you just go through a
quick ten minute set."
act, so I did."
Prixips has been doing comedy for
Proops started his life as a comedian because "I have no skiffs," he said. almost ten years and he can’t think of
Ile majored in theater arts at San doing anything else.
"Improvisational comedy takes a
Francisco State University, hut he
stayed in comedy because that is what long time to do, but being a comedian
is the best job I’ve ever had."
he loves.
"I decided on comedy over theater
because comedy gives me more freeGreg hoops plays at Rooster T
dom," Proops said.
Feathers through Jan. 26,
’Ibn years ago Proms was a student
157 West El Camino Real
at the College of San Mateo and saw
Sunnyvale
some friends practicing improvisationShowtiines are at 8:30 with a
al comedy, and he said, "lean do this:’
10:30 late show on Friday and
and his career started.
Saturday
In 1982 he teamed up with Forest
improvisaan
formed
and
Brakeman
tional comedy team, and they played

Tiny gold cat’s paws mark the
cover of "Cats in Charge," one of the
miniature books now on display in
SJSU’s Rare Books room in Wahlquist
Library North’s third floor.
"Cats in Charge" measures about
2.5 square inches, has gilt-edged
pages, illustrations of the cats its
author, Juniper Von Phitzer wrote
about, marbled end pages and more
tiny gold paws on the back cover. The
book is a limited edition and SJSU has
the 36th of 125 signed copies.
"We spent just a little of our budget
each year on these unusual books for
the library classes to see," said Jack
Douglas, special collections director at
SJSU. "I’m given a little money for
special collections and I put up some
of my money."
He obtains many of the small
books from a San Francisco book
store that specializes in unusual and
artistic books, he said.
A 1 -inch square book titled "Big
Type" contains the repertoire type
faces from William M. Cheyney, who
printed the book. Of the 139 -volume
edition, SJSU owns the 32nd signed
copy.
A front cover is formatted like a
front door to a home, complete with a
tiny key hole. The pages show room
designs and the book has a mini-key to
tit the tiny front lock.

Donna Brammer

Miniature books, originally made for children, are a collectors’
The display contains the 2.5 inch
"Golden Gate Treasure" by Marvin R.
Heinstra . It has a binding from
Limoges, France, illustrations of missions and the San Francisco trolley
cars, and recounts the 50th anniversary
of the opening of the Golden Gate
bridge, including the moment when

people coming from each end met.
"I was there that day. The crowds
made it sag in the middle," Douglas
said. "It was the scariest situation I’ve
ever been in."
The three-inch volumes of "Alice
in Wonderland" and "Alice through
the Looking Glass" have telescoped

Daily chief photographer

item and cost from $1.75 to $100
color pictures giving a three-dimensional format.
Smaller books include a 0.75 by) inch book with "Lincoln" on the cover
and his Gettysburg Address inside.
A MISS decorates the smallest book
in the display. Inside the 0.25 -inch volume is the Lord’s Prayer.

WORK SMARTER.
NOT HARDER.
We’re working smarter,
too. So you don’t have
to work harder.
For us, it means an ongoing
relationship with educators and
professors, striving to understand

And there are others. Like the
11-68, an advanced scientific that
solves up to five simultaneous equations, performs complex numbers
and offers formula programming.
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The BA II PLUS" For business
students, this is the one to get. It
handles time-value-of-money and
offers cash flow analysis for internal
rate of return (IRR) and net present
value (NPV). Plus a whole lot more.
No matter what your major, no
matter what the course, there’s a
TI scientific or business calculator
that’s right for you. Do the smart
thing: make one of them a part
of your professional personality
now, and for the years to come.
You’ll be on your way to working
smarter. Instead of harder.
Try the entire line of TI scientific
and business calculators at your
local TI retailer.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
FINANCIAL
REPORT FOR 1992

BAD NEWS: Proposed Fee Increase of S I tit) (our
Semester ($372/yr.)*
((11)1) NEWS: Financial Aid Also Goes Up
PROGNOSIS: Excellent For Financial Aid Application
PRESCRIPTION: Vile 1992-93 Financial Aid Application
Priority Deadline March 2, 1992
Based on Covenor’s proposal and CSU Trustees recommendations, subject
to change. For most financial aid students grant eligibility will increase more
than the final fee Increase.

Need a Mac at Midnight?
24 Hour
Mac Rentals

Last minute term papers?
Need to work late?
Come in anytime count on us.

OFF MAC RENTAL

Valid from 12 to 6 a.m. $2 off self-service Macintosh
computer time with this coupon. Does not include laser
prints. One coupon per customer. Not valid with any other
offer .111(1 only at ti us location.

The TI-36X SOLAR, a general
purpose workhorse powered by
ANYLITE" solar cells so you
never need batteries.
what’s needed to help them make
math concepts come alive.
It means continually working
with students like you, discovering
firsthand what you expect from the
.11, tilator you select.
’The result? Calculators that
are highly recommended by your
teachers and peers. Calculators that
are perfectly matched to your major
and your coursework.
The 11-81 is a perfect example.
It offers the most comprehensive,
easy-to-use graphing features avail
able with extensive programming
capabilities.

kinko’s
t he copy center
93 E. San Carlos St. (across from McDonild s) 295-4336
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WORLD EVENTS

0 Nuclear arms
boundfor Libya
seized at German
airport
BONN, Germany (AP) - A plane bound
for Libya carrying American-made arms technology was stopped last month at Frankfurt
airport moments before takeoff and its cargo
seized, German officials said Wednesday.
A government official said U.S. officials
had asked Germany to intervene shortly
before the plane left Frankfurt for Tripoli Dec.
10.
The official, speaking on condition of
anonymity, said the cargo contained "lots of
parts," mostly laser equipment used in building rockets.
It was addressed to a Libyan organization
known to be working on the country’s rocket
program, he added.
Earlier, chief government spokesman
Dieter Vogel said the cargo contained "dual
use parts which could be used for nuclear
technology." Dual use refers to technology
that has been designed for civilian use but can
also be used in rims production.
The government source said a U.S. company, in apparent violation of export law, sent
the goods to Amsterdam, the Netherlands,
where a Dutch firm served as an intermediary.
The goods were then flown to Frankfurt for
the last leg of the journey, the source said.
There was no immediate U.S. government
comment.
The cargo seizure came to light during the
German government’s regular news briefing
Wednesday. Vogel was briefing reporters on a
new regulation in German export law that the
Cabinet had approved earlier in the day.
The new rule prohibits "sensitive" items
from being transported through Germany to
Libya "when the government has reason to
believe these items are to be used for arms
purposes," Vogel said.

San Jose State University

SJSU WEATHER: TODAY-Mostly sunny and hazy in the
arternoon.Temperature.s in the lower 50.s. TOMORROW -Mostly sunny, highs in the 50s.

Asked why Libya had been singled out,
Vogel said: "Because it’s a special case."
German law already prohibits export of
"dual use" items and weapons technology
from German firms to various countries
deemed to be either in sensitive regions or
known to be trying to develop conventional or
unconventional weapons programs.
Vogel said the shipment would be returned
to the United States, but neither he nor the
government source could say whether that
had occurred yet.
The Bonn government is still smarting
from a 1987 scandal when German firms
were found to have helped build Moammar
Gadhafi’s poison gas factory at Rabta. The
German government initially denied the U.S.
allegations, but later confirmed them.
In June 1990. a prominent German businessman was sentenced to five years in prison
in the case.
German firms also were implicated in
Iraq’s nuclear program. The government says
it has launched inquiries against five companies believed to have supplied magnets and
casing material for use in a high-speed gas
centrifuge program being developed by Iraq
for enriching uranium for nuclear weapons.
German firms also have been implicated in
Iraq’s poison gas program.
Amid the embarrassments, Germany has
tightened its export laws twice, and
Parliament is considering further controls.
Critics contend the problem is not regulations but how they are enforced.

Guerillas
kidnap American
- continue
bombing of oil
pipeline
MEDELLIN, Colombia (AP) - Leftist

rebels kidnapped a 55 -year-old American
gold miner and blew up an oil pipeline, the
military reported Wednesday.
A report from the army’s 10th brigade said
Ed Faught, an engineer for a Colombian owned company, was abducted Tuesday by
the National Liberation Army.
Faught was working with a river dredge to
extract gold when he was taken captive in a
mountainous region of Anticxtuia province,
the army said. His hometown in the United
States was not known.
The army also reported that National
Liberation Army guerrillas bombed a section
of the Ayacucho-Covenas oil pipeline in
Cesar province. Col. Eduardo Arevalo said
Monday’s attack forced suspension of crude
pumping and spilled some oil into nearby
rivers and forests.
Rebels kidnapped American, French and
Japanese citizens last year, reportedly releasing them after their employers paid ransoms.
National Liberation Army guerrillas also
often attack oil installations in an effort to
force the government to nationalize the industry and expel foreign investors.

1,500 Pounds
Of Cocaine
Seized, Six Men
Arrested

The 1990 dispute began when a police
officer died in a bungled attempt to remove a
barricade erected by Mohawks to prevent a
golf course at Oka from being expanded onto
land they claimed as sacred. No one has been
charged with his death.
The army eventually stepped into the summer-long standoff, but not before it escalated
into a national debate over Indian rights,
inspiring sympathy blockades by Mohawks
nationwide.
Oka is about 20 miles west of Montreal.
"We were right for what we did over
there," said Roger Lazore, as he walked out of
the courtroom. "We protected the land, the
people and we’d do it again if we have to."
Cross left a job in New York to come to
Oka for a rest and visit with his mother just
before the crisis started. He said he got
involved because his people needed him.
During the trial, prosecutor Francois
Briere called Cross "a common criminal."
Mohawk witnesses testified that Cross
punched them, hit them with a gun butt and
smashed houses and cars.
Another trial of 40 Mohawks charged in
the Oka standoff is scheduled to begin in
March.

@Algerian leader
arrested
ALGIERS, Algeria (AP) - The government arrested the leader of Algeria’s Islamic
party Wednesday and banned all gatherings
outside mosques, trying to break the back of
the Muslim fundamentalist movement.
The moves came 10 days after the military-backed government canceled Algeria’s
first free parliamentary elections, which the
fundamentalist Islamic Salvation Front was
winning. Troops were sent into the streets,
and hundreds of fundamentalists reportedly
have been arrested.
The Islamic Front said its acting president,
Abdelkader Hachani, was arrested
Wednesday in the suburb of Bachjara. a
stronghold of fundamentalist support.
The official Algerian news agency APS,
quoting "sources close to the government,"
said Hachani was arrested after he called on
members of the army to revolt.
The Islamic Front issued a statement.
signed by Hachani, on Tuesday that urged the
army to "rid the people" of the authorities
now in power.
About the time Hachani was arrested, the
government announced a ban on any public
assembly around mosques - an order certain
to increase tensions with members of the
Islamic Front.
"All gatherings around mosques are officially forbidden no matter what the day or
hour," Algerian officials said in a published
statement.
The ban comes two days before Friday
prayers, the traditional political forum for the
front.
Since it was recognized as a legal party in
1989, the front’s leaders have used mosques
as the primary place to gather support,

MAYAGUEZ, Puerto Rico (AP) _
Authorities arrested six men on Wednesday
and seized 1,500 pounds of cocaine with an
estimated street value of $100 million, police
said.
Authorities said the men, whose names
were not released, were carrying the cocaine
aboard a 40-foot vessel. The boat was intercepted by both federal and local Puerto Rico
authorities 25 miles southeast of the island.
U.S. Customs Service said the boat was
located by one of its airplanes.
Five of the men are Colombian and one is
Venezuelan. customs said. The six men were
in U.S. custody Wednesday.

13 More trials in
Oka standoff to
follow latest
sentencing
QUEBEC, CANADA (AP)_ Ronald
Cross, originally from New York City, was
found guilty on 20 of 40 charges. Gordon
Lazore was convicted on nine of 16 counts.
The most serious convictions, for aggravated
assault, carry a maximum sentence of 14
years.
A third man, Roger Lazore was acquitted
of 10 charges. Roger and Gordon Lazore are
not related.
Sentencing begins Monday.

CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

HELP WANTED

NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visits, teeth cleaned and
X-rays - no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll now! For brochure see
AS Office or
Call 800-655,3225

BABYSITTER. 515 Professor needs
occasional care for 3 year old son
Close to campus, Ref. Pref
$4/1ft. cash, $10 minimum. Cali
9243210 to arrange interview

WANTED: PSYCHOLOGY
VOLUNTEERS
Reach out 3 hours per week as a
Community Friend. providing social
support to those suffering from
mental illness Great
experience for psych majors
We train (408)4360606
WANT TO MAKE AN
ANNOUNCEMENT?
DO IT IN THE SPARTAN DAILY’
LOOKING FOR PRESTIGE and
power? U.S Government now has
hundreds of positions opening
nationwide Weekly updated lists
offer info on big $S$ jobs 24 hr
1 900-446-9113 Ext 196
COST 515.00
CASH FOR EDUCATION. More than
$1,000,000,000 in financial aid is
available to students annually
I.C.S. Corp. can find 6 to 25
sources of financial assistance
geared specifically to you. For free
and complete information, write to:
I.C.S. Corp. PO. Box 3205
Saratoga CA. 95070.
’Time is a terrible thing to waste.’
Do it now.

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
’Family Multi-car’
CALL TODAY
2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-1.

FOR SALE
NEW! PASSION BAROMETER
Convey your mood through 12 fun
selections Heart shaped
Attaches to any smooth surface
Send $5,95 to R McDaniel PO Box
53358 San lose. CA 95153

WORK STUDY POSITION in New
Student Orientation Services. Help
plan, design, advertise, implement
and evaluate orientation programs
May include typing, word processing, phone work, drafting reports
and correspondence. $5.70-66 05
per hour. 12-17 Firs/wk, between
9 am - 5 pm. Mon. - Fri. limited
weekend work may be requested for
special events. Apply Student Actrvities and Services Office. Old CAF,
924-5950.

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities, student
clubs. Earn up to $1000 in one
week Plus receive a $1000 bonus
yourself. And a FREE WATCH just
for calling 1.800-932-0528 eat 65
OUTSTANDING ENTREPRENEURIAL
opportunity to help launch exciting
new series of posters & calendars
into Silicon Valley market
interested parties call Joe Anthony
at Silicon Valley Scenes
(408) 247,9779
RECEPTIONIST. PART TIME.
Offices 10 minutes from SJSU
$7/hr Phone & light typing
Neat appearance required.
998-1822.
TEACHER / SCHOOL-AGE Children
Before & afterschool program
P/T afternoon drrnediate opening
ECE or Rec. units required Paid
Medical, Dental & Vacation
Energetic individuals encouraged
to apply Resume to
Gardner Children’s Center
611 Wale Ave. Si 95125
(406) 998-1343. EOE

demonstrate ihe party’s strength and spread its
message.
A goverrunent statement said the Cabinet
also would take steps "to encourage education
and religious practice and to prohibit all partisan activity" within mosques. It did not elaborate.
Ilachani, a 36-year-old former teacher and
petrochemical engineer, been serving as head
of the party since the arrest in June of party
leaders Abassi Madani and Ali Belhadj.
He presided over the sweeping gains made
by the fundamentalists during the opening
round of parliamentary voting last month, the
first multiparty national elections since independence from France in 1962. The party was
expected to do well in runoff elections last
week, but the government canceled the vote.
Algeria had been ruled by the National
Liberation Front as a one-party. Marxist state
since independence. The army, whose leaders
are hostile to the fundamentalists, forced
President Chadli Bendjedid to resign Jan. 11
because he was ready to share power with the
Islamic Front.
Neither Hachani nor his party have discussed in detail what kind of Islamic state
they envision. They have said religion would
be the cornerstone of all aspects of society but
have not specified the extent to which they
might enforce such measures as a ban on
alcohol, restrictions on employment of
women, or limits on political opposition.
Hachani’s arrest had been anticipated for
several days, and in a weekend interview with
The Associated Press, he said he would not
resist.

NEWS

0 What issue is the U.S.
Supreme Court currently
debating?
Et How long will San Carlos
Street be closed?
How does San Jose Mayor
Susan Hammer plan to fund a
stadium?
0 Where did SJSU’s new
football coach Ron Turner
formerly coach?
What will the Space Shuttle
Discovery be carrying to
space?
ANSWERS:l. The Supreme Court is debating restriding abortions. 2. San Carlos will be
closed until May 31. 3. With an additiocal tax on
utilities. 4. Pittsburg University 5. The shuttle
will be carrying insects. slime mold and human
blood cells.

Edited by John Vieirs
Froio Associated Press Wire Se, ice.s

FAX:

ASSISTANT to Program Coordinator.
F/T Non-profit child development
program. Assist w/ families. children, staffing & general program.
hint benefits. Span./Engl. fluency
req Resume to or call: Ge rrrrr
Children’s Corder. 611 Willis Ave.
95125. (408) 998-1343. EOE.

HOUSING
QUIET, PRIVATE FURNISHED ROOM
in pm house. 6 blocks from cars.
pus Good neighborhood, sit 1. paid.
No kitchen. 8300 /mon. 293-8952.

MOS. 3.1.T11 STREET APT&
2 bdrm/2 bath. Start $745.
Walk or ride bike to school
Cable TV available Laundry
facilities Security entrance.
Remodeled, roomy & very clean.
Call Richard or Denise at 288.9157
or leave message for manager

PERSONAL
MAKE YOUR PERSONAL statement
in the Spartan Daily Classified"’
Call 924 3277 for information

SERVICES
FREE COLOR ANALYSIS,
makeover 4 skin care analysis
Professional image consultant
Quality products at
40-75% less than retail
Small groups or individuals
Tracy 947,1537
specialties & loca.
tons of 250+ US, Mideast & British
firms for overseas AEC jobs $25
iiyas 1941 Wronney pl S1 95121
WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES.
All subjects Paper, thesis
development, assistance
Qualified writers
Editing Resumes
Work guaranteed Reasonable
Berkeley l5101841’5036

TRAVEL
AMTRAK EXPANDS TRAIN SERVICE TO SAN JOSE, Beginning Dec
12, try Amtrak’s 3 new daily trains
to Sacramento. liming San Jose at
6:35 am., 12:10 pn. & 5 10Pm
Trains stop at Fairfield and Davis
From Sacramento, Amtrak buses
continue directly to Auburn / Colfax
/ Truckee. Grass Valley. and
Marysville / Oroville / Chico / Red
Bluff / Redding. One Amtrak ticket
cosecs both train arid bus. One-way
fare to Sacramento: $23. Jan.-April
rouncftrips only $24. most days. 3
daily departures also available from
San Jose to Fresno / Hanford /
Bakersfield via direct Amtrak bus to
Vainsbe at Stockton.
Call 1800 .USA-RAIL
for information.

formats Science and English
papers our specialty Free spell
check/storage. Low-cost editing
and graphics Resumes and
Other seroces available.
Masterson’s Word Processing
Call Paul or Virginia
251-0449

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRAUA
Information on semester, year,
graduate. summer arid
internship programs in Perth.
Townsville. Sydney, and Melbourne
Programs start at $3520
Call 14004118-361116.

WORDPROCESSING

IMPROVE YOUR GPA, PROF. W/P
Resumes, theses, papers, busness
plans Grammar /spelling
Transcription Laser printer.
FREE Pick up & delivery.
Low rates
(408) 747.0335

GRAD STUDENTS, Cam Marsha
St 266-9448 for assistance with all
phases of thesis/Project
preparation: Editing (grammar,
punctuation, sentence structure).
tables. graphs, laser printing
(Resume service also available)
International Students welcome!
Willow Glen area.
Hours 7 ism 830 p.m.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing. Term Papers
Theses, Graduate Work, APA &
Turebien. Desktop Publishing,
Graphic Design & Layout.
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed

EXPERIENCED WORD Processors,
familiar with APA/Turabran

QUIZ

Five correct - news stud. num
to four - reads USA Today. One
to two- Where have you been?

PHONE:

19203 DECORATOR APARTMENT!
Unique 1 bedroom plus 1/2 room
off living room Hardwood floors,
yard, 1 off-street parking space,
and individual front and rest
entrance. Financially responsible,
clean, quiet and sober person only
POSTAL /OBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions. Great benefits Call OM/month lease plus depose.
800 338-3388 Ext. P-3310,
SINGLE OCCUPANCY. 551 5. 6th St.
Call 292-7761 or 492-8628.
NANNY, 3 DAYS, LOS GATOS,
2 children, room, board & salary
ROOM 4 RUNT. 10 min. from SJSU.
Great for student
Wash/dryer, pool. $350.+ 1/4 util.
Avail. 2/1. Call Janet at 629-3117.
Call 356-5615 or 4874403
NEED EXTRA INCOME FOR 1992/
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly
stuffing envelopes For details
Rush $1 00 with SASE to
ON Group Inc
1019 Lk Sherwood’
Orlando, FL 32818
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VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Near Oakrolge Mall. 2244391.

924-3282
924-3277

I’D LOVE TO DO YOUR TYPING.
Term papers, letters. resumes.
Loc near Moorpark & Saratoga
Call Mary Jane - 9111-71119.

A QUALM’ TYPING SERVICE
Term papers, theses, resumes, letters, reports. All formats. Steno
sevice Pick up and delivery for
large pbs. 20 years
experience MA in English
Call Margaret,
8 am to 8 pm,
at 251-6775.

ATTENTION STUDENTS/FACULTY
Let THE RIGHT TYPE solos
your wordprocessing woes’
Reasonable rates
Evenings and weekends
Willow Glen area
Ask about specials’
Call (4081 2664460

STUDENT PAPERS C RESUMES.
Call Mrs Morton 266-9448. Exper,
rise on SPA, MLA, Turabran formats
Will edit for correct grammar,
punctuation, & sentence structure.
prepare tables, and graphs:
print out in attractive laser type
(Will also edit your DOS disk
InternotIonal Students Welcome’
Willow Glen area Hrs 7a -8 30p

WHEN THE BEST
IS ALL YOU NEED.
PAPERS -51 90/pg and up
RESUMES - $12 00 and up
Laser Printer - Spell Check
English problems a specialty’
Open evenings and weekends
Minutes from carpus’
408/254-4565

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one letter.)

DOLIEDOODOODOODOEFJOODOODOODOEJOE
ODOOODOOODOODOODOODOCIIIDOCIDODEE
DECIEIODOCIDDEIDOOODODEJEJEDEIOCIODOOD
DOEIEDOODOOODOLIODODEIEJOIDOODOCIOFF.
Please check I
your classification:

Name

AD RATES, MINIMUM 3 LINES ON ONE DAY
One Two Three Four
Five
Day Days Days Days Days
3 Imes

$5.00 $600

$7.00

$8.00

$900

4 lines

$6.00 $7.00

$8.00

$9.00

$10.00

5 lines

$7.00 $8.00

$9.00

$10.00 $11.00

6 lines

WO $900

$1000$1l00 $12.00

Each additional line: $1.00
Each additional day: $1.00

SEMESTER RATES,

ALL ISSUES

5.9 lines: $70.00
10-14 lines: $90.00
15-19 lines: $110.00

Questions? Call (408) 924-3277
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_ _Announcements
City/Stale

Phone
(

Automotive

lit

._Computers
For Sale
Greek
Help Wanted

1

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149
Classified desk located inside Wahiquisi Linrary North 102 Deadlone two
days before publication
Consecutive publicatiorts dales only S No rotund,
on canceled arts

Housmg
Lost and Found
. Personal
Services
Stereo
_

Travel
Wordprocessing
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INCREASE EVANS: ’a ...challenging year’ TURNER
From Front Page
amid not"
The governor’s proposed budget
for 1992-93 provides $1.66 billion to
the CSI I, approximately 1.5 percent
more than last year’s allocation. While
that funding increase will allow for
the projected enrollment growth, it
will not cover the higher cost of services, leaving a gap of about $127
million. The fie increase is intended
to make up the difference.
"If we get a status quo appropriation, plus the fee increase, we’ll be
able to continue at the same level as
last year," Connie Sauer, SJSU associate executive vice president for
finance. said. "We’re not talking
restoration ... hut we’re not going any
further into the hole."
While Wilson refers to the CSU
a "bargain." some students may no
longer consider it such a sweet deal.
"The people the CSIJ attracts - the
average student is about 26 and
maybe they’ve got a couple of children - possibly don’t have a stable job
to pay health care, etc.," Associated
Students President Nicole Launder
said. "The increase puts an even
greater burden on them."
Although the state is required to
increase financial aid whenever state
university fees are increased, Launder,
who attended the trustee’s meeting
last week, said there is "no indication
that the governor’s budget, as it
stands, puts more money aside for
financial aid."
however, according to CSI public
affairs officer Colleen Bentley-Adler,
there will be an additional $23 million
in financial aid.
Don Ryan, SJSU director of financial aid, said the state university grant
will increase to $1,098 next year to
match the $372 increase in fees. In
addition, Ryan said, funds are allocated to cover some students who currently don’t quality for aid but may
qualify next year after the fees go up.
Still, he said, there may be students
who need aid but won’t qualify
because they fall into that middle
bracket. Those students will have to
rely on other income sources.
Ryan recommends that all students
apply for financial aid who think they
will have a problem paying fees next
year, even if they think they might not
qualify. Financial aid counselors will
help them search out alternative
means of income, he said. The priority
filing deadline for aid is March 2.
While CSI I administration believes
the fee increase is necessary for mainlathing access to classes and quality of
education, launder feels the trustee
vote was hasty and that more could he
done to find funding for higher educmnon.
"I think it’s more like a Band-aid
solution," she said. "I don’t feel like
they looked at all the options."
launder said there should have
been more of an effort made to find
the money for CSU in the budget,
even if it means making cuts in the
chancellor’s office. She said she also
fads it is wrong to allow student fees
to go into the state’s general fund
where they will pay for things like
prisons and roadways instead of classrooms.
-the trustees need to start playing
hard-ball and change their perspective
on how they go out and get money for
the schools," she said. "Iligher education is the solution to California’s
problems."
(’St I Chancellor Barry Munitz was
in Sacramento on Tuesday asking the
legislature for more money. Since
becoming chancellor, Munk, has
made preserving the quality of education and access to C511 campuses in
the face of severe budget cuts a major
priority.
lithe finance committee ratifies
the 40 percent increase next month, a
will he up to the state legislature to
approve it before the governor’s budget is finalized.

’I think it’s more
like a Band-Aid
situation. I don’t
feel like they
looked at all the
options.’

From Front l’a,ge
A I don’t know. If the intention is
to provide access to all qualified students to higher education and stick
with the master plan, there has to he
funding regardless of the source. My
concern is getting the money with the
least damage to the university and to
the students. It’s up to the legislature if
they decide to get it from students. I
frankly don’t see any alternative.

who they are and where they’re from
when they’ll come. When they move
in I’ll move out. I don’t know who’s in
the running. The finalists will be
announced in March.

Q Do student fees directly benefit
SJSU or do they go into the slate’s
general fund?

A I wasn’t surprised that he was
leaving. One can’t ignore the call of
Cal. It was in the papers and you see
what’s happening. I was as surprised
as anyone else that he was going to
Stanford. As far as the quick selection,
there was no piessure on me to
appoint a coach, but there was a desire
to get it done. This is an important
Lime in the football schedule, young
folks waiting to be recruited and
deciding if they want to come to
school here.

A The governor’s budget is suggesting that student fees go directly
into the system instead. If that happens
it’s good for us, we can have the
money on the campus.
Q What are the contingency plans
if the increase doesn’t pass?
A I’m not going to talk about them
because they’re sort of scary. 1 don’t
want to cry wolf and I don’t want to
scare the hell out of everybody.
Q With all these burdens, will it he
a relief to have a new president in your
place?
A It won’t he a relief. In many
ways I’m sort of sad. It’s been a fun
and challenging year. It will just be
different. I assume my job is still
available in the executive vice president’s office so I will probably be taking a look at that. It’s a different sort
of job, a different sort of responsibility.
Q When will the new president
take over?
A The appointment will be made
near the end of March It (knout,. ill

Q One thing that’s been settled this
week is the selection of Ron Tunier as
the Spartans head football coach. The
selection was quick. Did you anticipate Terry Shea’s departure?

Q Turner has a history of moving
around. Will he stay here?
A I hope so. The opportunity is
here. I hope he’ll stay.
Q Other shake-ups continue in the
athletic department. What is your
opinion of Athletic Director Tom
Brennan’s "male code of conduct"
prank and what’s the status of the
investigation?
A In the type of complaint that we
had, an investigation of discrimination
process follows. There’s part of the
process that says to try to solve it
informally. That’s exactly what’s
going on now. I’m hopeful that we’ll
he able to solve it to everyone’s mutual agreement and we can get on with
life. If not, the CSU has a process and
the nrocess will continue.

Q You worked to get San Carlos
Street closed. flow will it work?
A Once we get over the initial
shock, I think it will be very good for
the university. I’m keeping my fingers
crossed that it will go smoothly.
Q Any other goals for the
semester?
A I’d like to make the library more
available. I’m not sure we can do it
this year, but we can set the planning
in motion.

the Silicon Valley, not some
entrepreneur who dreamed it up," he
said. "Our legislators just don’t understand. They’ve lost their priorities."
Congresswoman Barbara Boxer
sent a representative to read a suitement of support to the students: -Me
budget of this state will not be balanced on the hacks of students. The
future will not be financed by the
destruction of higher education."
Roars from the crowd could not
drown out the loudest voice of the day,
that of CSI] Los Angeles student Kim
Williams of the California State
Students Association.
Williams whipped the shivering
crowd into a near frenzy as she spoke.
"I got a plan for my life, you got a
plan for your life, and damned if I’m
going to let anyone take that away!"
One enterprising onlooker saw an
opportunity to distribute an apt flyer
entitled "Cash for College!" which
detailed sources of scholarships for
students.
The tally concluded with personal
accounts by students who complained
of a flied to hold down several jobs to
finance their educations, the burden of

"Now that I’m here, I’m not going
anywhere."
Turner was signed to a four-year
contract with a yearly renewal option.
Ile will be paid $70,272 per year
from the SJSU budget for his coaching duties. He will also receive
$24,728 in non-state resources, primarily booster fund.s, for public relations and development activities. That
brings his total salary to $95,000 per
year, according to Lori Stahl, SJSU
public affairs officer.
Turner, who’s brother Norv is
offensive coordinator for the Dallas
Cowboys, said he’d had several other
job opportunities open to him, including assistant coaching openings in the
NFL. He said his ties to the Bay Area
and what he described as a love for the
college game were the main reasons
for taking the job at SJSU.
Turner inherits the coaching staff
that Shea left in place. He said he
plans to take over the responsibilities
of offensive coordinator and quarterbacks coach himself.

Q How about for yourself after the
semester’?
A I plan to go "nite-nite"for a
week.
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being a student and a parent, and the
fact that outside jobs often extend college careers to six or more years.
One central concern voiced by
speakers was the lack of comparable
increases in financial aid to match the
higher costs. The proposed state budget does not include increases iii Cal
Grams, one of the largest sources of
student aid.
According to the Student Aid
Commission, only one in four students
who applies for a Cal Grant now
receives one.
The peaceful demonstration
seemed an appropriate venue for students, frustrated by two straight years
of fee increases, to vent their anger.
"Pete Wilson, YOU take a hike!"
they yelled. "Ilell no, we won’t pay
not tomorrow, not today!" they chanted. "Students united will never be
divided!" they screamed.
Student leaders of the Davis sit-in
recommended unity among students
from all schools, concurrent sit-ins at
all campuses and coordinated classroom walk -outs. But the majority of
Tuesday’s crowd was composed of
lit’ Davis students where the only
large-scale protests have occurred.
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A There are a lot of good things
happening. I expect Fort Ord to
become a bigger issue in the next few
months. Regardless of the budget
problems, there’s no question that
demand for higher education in this
state will increase before the year
2000. It’s a wonderful opportunity.

Irvin Front Page
in the United States," Brennan
announced. "We’ve found the very
best candidate for this job."
This will be Turner’s first stint as a
head coach. He began his coaching
career at the University of Arizona as
wide receivers coach and moved on to
be positions coach at Northwestern,
University of Pittsburgh. and
University of Southern California.
In 1986 he was promoted to offensive coordinator at USC under Ted
Tollner and in 1988 became quarterback coach at Texas A&M University
under former Aggie Head Coach
Jackie Sherrill. Finally, in 1989 Green
hired Turner on as offensive coordinator and quarterbacks coach at
Stanford.
When posed with the question of
his ability to stay in one place for an
extended period of time, Turner tried
to sway any fears that he would be
leaving anytime soon.
"Each one of the moves I’ve made
were made to get me here." he said.

THURS. JAN 23

Nicole Launder
!’resident, surclated Students
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Q What things are you looking forward to this semester?
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